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ABSTRACT
Super alloys or high performa nce alloys are alloys that exhibit perfect mechanical strength and creep resistance
at high temperatures , better corrosion stability and oxidation res istance. Super alloys are generally used in
many industrial applications that need to operate at elevated temperatures and pressures applied static and
dynamic stresses and agg re ssive environment due to their extraordinary mechanical properties and surface
stability. They have th e characteristic of an austenitic face-centered cubic crystal structure with a b ~ se alloying
eleme nt of nickel, cobalt, or nickel-iron. To deve lop a super alloy that will be driven by the aerospace and power
industri es. Chemical and process innovati ons are the two aspect of development of decent super alloy. It is
also a known fact that super alloys are developed through solid solution strengthening. In this contribution,
sufficient knowledge of a clos e review of the impact of superalloy on corrosion, microstructure and mechanical
characte rization developed by composite embedded modifier agent will be examined. Their characteristics will
be reviewed and tailored toward mate rial application.
KEYWORDS: Super Alloy, Alloying Eleme nt, Solid Solution Strengthening, Composite Embedded Modifier.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nickel-base superalloys have importan t properties that
have contributed to its major applic ation. Higher temperature strength, ox id ation resistance, excellent creep res istance, exce llent fati gue resistance at elevated temperature
resu lted to hi gh temperature components of gas-turbine.1- 3
Hi gh temperat ures can withstands effects of high temperatures and alt ern atin g loading in actu al serv ice co nditions in turbine di sk. The quic k action effect of high nickel
super alloy used ex tensively in the gas-tu rbine engi nes wa s
studied. The Plasticit y and ductility of the super alloy can
be improved by th e use of high nickel. The essence of
the work is to have a comp lete and coiTect perfo rmance
or turbine d isk that have excellent fatigue resistance, heat
treatment process in addition to its composition and appropriate. The effec ts of heat t.reatment on mi crostructure
and fatigue behavio ur of nickel-base su peralloys have not
received thorough investi gation .4 The mechanical property
of nickel-base super all oys wi th superior high temperature makes them the best candidates for use in jet engines
and industri al gas turbines. Operating at high temperatures
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is needed in order to increase its turbine output and
effici ency. High temperature stren gth of super alloys are
sought for proper improvement. 5 To improve hardness and
strength at elevated temperatures and reduce the coeffici ent
of expansion, an alloy of Nickel and aluminium-copper is
used for the purpose.6
Higher temperature strength and so lid solution strengthening elements have been added to generate super alloys at
leve ls th at are well above th e solubility limit imposed by
the solvus of the yfy' two -phase region. The formation of
topologicall y close-packed phases that causes serious deteri orati on in creep stren gth will result if exposed to a very
long time.7.8 In nuclear industry, high nickel content super
alloys such as Inconel 600 are used due to their good str ess
corrosion cracking (SCC) resistance because of constant
expos ure to high temperature corros ive environment.
High chromium co ntent nickel-b ased alloys have sought
better primary water sec resistance in spite of good resistance industry. 9 A denser protective chromium oxide layer
which reduce corrosion effect in both air and steam environment are formed when the chromium content tend to
30%. One of the major materials for the nuclear industry is Inconel 600 which contain 30% Cr.10 Super alloy
technology remains a keystone in gas turbine materials.
Ch aracteri stics exhibited by super alloy include mechani cal strength , resistance to thermal creep deform ation , good
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surface stability, and resistance to corrosion or oxid ation. Examples of crystal structure exhibiting face-centered
cubic austenitic includes Hastelloy, lnconel, Waspaloy,
Rene alloys, Haynes alloys , lncoloy, MP98T, TMS alloys,
and CMSX single crystal alloys. 11 Super alloy development can only be achi eved by using both chemical and
process innovations. Super alloys prod uce high temperature strength by using solid solution strengthen ing .
Precipi tati on strengthen ing is crucial to the fo rmation
of seco ndary phase precipitates such as gamma prime
and carbides. Aluminium and Chromium eleme nts prov ide
ox idatio n or corrosion resistance. 12 It is found mostly in
turbine engines, both aero space and mari ne. Mechanical
properti es of nickel-based super alloys of high superior
tempe rature makes them the most used in jet engines and
ind ustrial gas turbines. To increase turbine outp ut and efficiency, we apply higher operating temperature. The best
way to improve high temperature strength of super al loy
is sought. 13
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2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Nickel-Based Super Alloys
Ni ckel-based alloys can be call ed solid solution or precipitation strengthened. Has telloy X is a so lid solution
strengthened all oys used in app lications requiring only
modest strength . A preci pitati on stre ngthened alloy is used
mostly in hot sections of gas turb ine engi nes. Most of the
known nickel-based alloys contain 10-20% Chromium , up
to 8% Alum inium and Titanium, 5- 10% Cobalt, and small
amoun ts of B, Zr, and C. Mo , W, Ta, Hf, and Nb are
added in small quantity. Th e elementary added to Ni-b ase
super alloy can be categori zed in details. 14 Table I is the
results of chemica l co mposition determ inat ion of super
alloy Has telloy S obtained by wet process.
• y formers norm all y d ivid e th e y matrix
• y' formers are element s that divide the y' prec ipitate
• Carbide former s are element s that separate from the
grain boundaries.
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The primary grain boundary elements are B, C and Zr.
Their atomic diameters are 21-27% different from Ni. The
major phases present in most nickel super alloys are as
follows.

2.2. Gamma ( y)
It is a continuous matrix that is face-centered-cubic
(FCC) nickel-based aus tenitic phase that usually contains
a hi gh percentage of solid-solution elements such as Carbon, Cobalt, Chromium, Molybdenum, Iron, Titan ium,
Aluminium and Tungsten. Nickel-alloys are cooled from
the melt during the form ation of these materials as carbides beg in to precipitate at lower temperatures y' phase
precipitates (Fi g. 1). TEM micrograph shows the homogeneous distribution of the y ' phase particles in the y matrix
after quenching. 16
2.3. G amma Prime ( y ')
Ni3 (A lum inium , Titanium) is the primary strengthening
phase in nickel-based super alloys. It is a uni fi ed precipitating phase th at is the crystal planes of the precipitate are in
registry with the gamma m atrix with an ordered Ll 2 (FCC)
crystal structure. The close match in matrix/precipitate
lattice parameter ( ~ O-J % ) combi ned with the chemical
compatibility allows the y' to precipitate homogeneously
throughout the matrix and have long-time stability. Interestingly, the flo w stress of the y' increases with increasing
temperature up to about 650 ·c (1200 •F)Y In addition,
y' is quite ductile and thu s imparts strength to the matrix
without lowering the fracture toughness of the all oy. The
major constitu en ts th at are added in amounts proportion
to precipitate a hi gh volume frac tion in the matrix is A luminium and Titanium . In addition to a given volume of
precipitate, a sphere has 1.24 less surface areas than a
cube, and th us is the preferred shape to minimize surface
energy. 1x

Elements that fa ll into the category of y formers are
Group V, VI, and VII eleme nts such as Cobalt, Chro mium ,
Molybdenum , tun gsten and Iron . The atomi c diam eters of
these all oys are only 3-13 % different fro m Ni the primary
matrix element. y' Formers are from group III, IV, and
V elem ent s and in clude AI, Ti, Nb, Ta, Hf. The atomic
diameters of these elements differ from Ni by 6- 18%_15
The main carbide formers are Cr, Mo, W, Nb , Ta and Ti.
I

Table I. Chemical composition determination of super alloy hastelloy
S obtained by wet process."
Chemical
element

% [wt]

2

Ni

Cr

Mo

Mn

Si

Fe

C

AI

B

67 .00 15.30 14.40 0.50 0.50 1. 34 0.30 0.30 0.0 1

Others
0.05

Fig. I. TEM micrograph of y' precipitates in the y matrix after quenching from 11 50 ·m h [Whittenberger].
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

l'dble ll. Carbides present in different super alloys. 21
Super
alloys
tnconel 600
Nimonic 11 5
Udimet 500
Udimet 700
Alloy 713C
Similar to
l!dimel 500

Mo +W.
Wt%
1.7
2.0
2.3
2.4
2.6
5.18

Primary
carbides

Secondary
carbides

MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
(M = Ti, Mo) (M

Other
carbides

ML,c,
M23 C6
M2J c 6
Mn C6
M13 C6
M 23 C6
M.C
=Cr. Mo) (M = Mo)

Ref.
(7]
[12]

[3]
[3]
[7]

2.4. Ga mma Double Prime ( y ")
They possesses th e composition of Ni, Nb or Ni 1 V and is
used to strengthen Ni-based super alloys at lower temperatures ( < 650 oq relati ve to y' . The crystal structure of
y'' is body-centered tetragonal (BCT), and the phase precipitates as 60 nm by 10 nm d iscs with the 001 plane in
y'' parallel to th e 00 1 family in y . These anisotropic discs
form as a result of latti ce mismatch between the BCT precipitate and the FCC matrix. Th is lattice mismatch leads to
high coherency strains which, together with ord er hardening, compri se the pri mary strengthening mechanisms. The
y " phase is un stable above approximately 650 oe, 19

2. 4.1. Carbides
It is the additi on of carbon wh ich is added at levels of
0.05-0.2%, to combines with reac tive and refractory elements such as titani um , tantalum , and hafnium to form
carbides e.g., TIC, TAC, or HFC. They decompose and
form lowe r carb ides like M 23 C 6 and M 6C, which develop
on the gra in boundaries during the heat treatment and servici ng. These co mmon carbides all have an FCC crystal
structure . Results vary on whether carbides are harmful or
benefi cial to super alloy properties .2° Carbides are benefi cial by increasing rupture strength at high temperature in
superalloys with grai n bound aries. Table II shows different
super alloys containing its Carbides.

3.1. Fea tures of the Deformation of
Nickel-Based Alloys
The combination of Chromium and Cobalt with a large
volume fraction of the precipitate Ni 1 (Aluminium, Titanium) and a lesser volume fraction of carbides are used
in grain boundaries during nickel-b ased super alloy formation . The power law creep is slowed as the yield strength is
raised to roughly the ultimate strength of nickel. The fi eld
of domin ance is large as th e diffu sional flow in the super
alloys is minim al. D ynamic recrystall ization is anticipated
at temperatures above those at which the y' precipitate and
the M 23 C 6 and M 7 C 3 carbides dissolveY Figure 2 is the
Nickel-l 0 at% chro mium of grain size I 00 J.Lm , show in g
data. The temperature is normali zed by the melting point
of pure ni ckel ( 1726 K). Figure 2 is the Nickel- l 0 with a
grain size of 100 J.Lm, as cast. 16 Figure 3 is the Nickel-20
at% chromium of grain size 100 J.Lm, showing data. The
temperature is norm ali zed by the melting point of pure
ni ckel ( 1726 K) 24

3.1.1. Solution-Strengthened Nickel: The Nichromes
(Figs. 2 and 3)
The graph of Ni-20% Cr (Fig. 3) and Ni- 13.5% Cr (Fig. 4)
are pl otted with the temperature scale normalized to the
melting temperature of pure nickel in order to facilitate
direct co mparison. The solidu s temperature is marked on
both side of the graph sheet. We calculate shear moduli
fro m the poly-cry stal data usin g fLu = (3/8)£0 to calculate
Youn g modul i25 The slow of alloy in lattice diffu sion is
shown in Figure 5. There is ab sence of data in boundary

TEMPERATURE., ('C)

;;-

2.5. Close-Packed Phases
These are generall y undes irable, brittle phases that can
form during hea l treat ment or serv ice. The cell structures
or these phases have close-packed atoms in layers separated by relatively large interatomic distances. The layers
of close packed atoms arc displaced from one another by
sandwiched larger atoms, developing a characteristic called
topology 2 1 These compounds have been characterized as
possessing a topo logicall y close-packed (TCP) structure.
Conversely, Ni, Al (ga mm a prime) is close-packed in all
directions and is called geometrically close-packed (GCP).
TC Ps (u , fL · Laves, etc.) usually form as plates whi ch
appear as need les on a sin gle-pl ane microstructure. The
plate-like structure negative ly affects mechan ical propert ies duct ili ty and creep-rupture. Sigma appears to be
the most deleteri ous wh ile stre ngth retention has been
observed in some alloys containing mu and Laves 22
Mater. Focus, 7, 1-5, 20 18
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Fig. 2. Nickel-10 at'k chromium of grai n size 100 f.Lm , showing data.
The temperature is normalized by the melting point of pure nickel
(1726 K) [Roger] .
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Fig. 3. Nickel-20 ut% chromium of grain size 100 IJ.m. showing data.
The temperature is norm ali zed by the melting point of pure nickel
( 1726 K) JShinagawaJ .

or core diffusion in these alloys as dep icted in Figure 5.
The sa me activati on en ergies is used fo r pure nickel. 26
Therefore, bound ary diffu sion is enha nced or reduced by
the addition of a solute and dislocatio n in core diffusion.
The rate of diffusion can be reducin g by the prese nce of
chromium . Assum ption were made that boundary diffusion
is reduced to take the value of D 08 to be 80% of the value
fo r pure nickel.

.0:

<t

w
J:

"'
u~~----~~·2-----xa74----~------~~--~
HOMOlOGOUS
Fig. 4. Nickel 13.5 wt% Cr-0.93 vel.% ThO, of grain size 200 IJ.m,
recry stallized [Shinagawa].
·

4

Fig. 5. MAR-M200 with a grain size of I 0 !J.m, as cas t. showing data
from single-crystal samples [Roger].

3.2. Dispersion-Strengthened Nickel: Nickel-Tho ria
and Nickel-Chromium-Tho ria Alloys
For pure nickel and the Ni-Cr alloys, diffusion coefficients
are the sam e. Nickel and nichrome have eq ual moduli
because the dispersion-strengthened alloys have a marked
texture which lowers the modulus in the rolling direction
of the worked state. 27 The grain size for the Ni-l% Th0 2
alloy (d = 0.1 mm) is an approx imation made from published micrographs. A larger grain size (d = 0 .2 mm) was
used for Ni-Cr-Th0 2 alloys because the smaller value
incorrectl y places much of the creep data in the diffusional
fl ow field th e high observed stress component of between
5 and 7 indicates power-law creep. There are no reports
of diffusional flow in thoriated nickel and nichromes. The
field was calc ul ated using the diffusion coefficients for
pure nickel and for the nichromes described earlier. The
threshold stress shown in Figure 4 is based on creep data
for Cu-Al 2 0 3 and Au-Al 2 0 3 alloysY Tab le III is the nomin al compos ition of MAR-M200 in wt%. 2 x
Alloying lowers the melti ng point to 1600 K and raises
the shear modulus li ghtly to 80 GN/m 2 co mpared wi th
pure nickel. We take the coefficient for lattice and boundary diffu sio n to be the same as those for high-alloy
nichrome due to Lack of complete data. The di spersion
of Ni 3 (AI, Ti), superimposed on the heavy so lid-so lution
strengthen in g of the tun gsten and Chromium. It gives
MAR-M200 and alloys yield strength comparable with
Table 111.

Nominal composition of MAR-M200 in wt'k .'

AI

Ti

w

Cr

Nb

Co

c

B

Zr

Ni

5 .0

2.0

12.5

9.0

1.0

10.0

0.15

0.015

0.05

Bal.
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the ultimate strength of pure nickel, although it is less
dependent on temperature.29 Precip itation strengthening
and so lution hardening have rai sed the yield lin e, and
have reduced drastically the size of the power-law creep
fie ld . They also change the rate of diffusion al flow due
to incomplete experimental data for MAR-M200, we have
made the assumption that it occurs at the same rate as it
would in Ni-20% Cr alloy. The y ' phase di ssolves at a
sli ghtly hi gher temperature, the grain boundary carbides
do so also (M 23 C 6 at 1040 to 1095 ' C; M 7 C 3 at 1095 to
11 50 ' C t0 ).
We are no t aware of observations of dynam ic recrystallization in MAR-M200, hut above 1000 ' C the y' phase
disso lves, and at a slightl y higher temperature the grai n
bo undary carbides do so also (M 23 C 6 at 1040 to 1095 ' C;
M7C3 at 1095 to 1150 ' C 10 ) . This means that above 0.9 TM
the alloy is a solid solution and if the data cited earlier for
soli d solutions ca n he used as a guide, we wo uld expect
dynami c recrysta lli zati on.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, super alloys with grain houndaries containing carbides are beneficial by increas ing rupture strength at
high temperature . TCPs are potenti ally damaging for two
reasons: they tie up gamma and gamma prime strengthening elements in a non-useful form . Th is reduces creep
strength and act as crack ini tiators bec ause or their brittle nature. This lattice mismatch leads to high coherency
strains which, together with order hardening, comprise
the primary strengthenin g mechani sms. The gamma double prime phase is unstable above approximately 650 ' C.
Gamma y duri ng the form ation of these materials, as th e
Ni -alloys are cooled from the melt, carbides begin to precipitate at even lower temperatures gamma ph ase. Precipitation strengthening and so lution hardenin g have rai sed
the yield line and have reduced drastically the size of the
power-law creep field. They also change the rate of diffusional fl ow t3 t4 though , because of lack of experimental data for MAR-200. We concluded th at it occurs at
the same rate as it would in Ni-20 % Cr all oy. We are
no t aware of observations of dyn amic recrystallization in
MAR-M200, but above 1000 ' C the y' phase dissolves,
and at a slightl y hi gher temperature the grain boundary
carbides do so also M 23 C 6 at 1040 to 1095 ' C ; M 7C 3 at
1095 to 11 50 ' C; T his means that above 0.9 TM th e alloy is
a so lid solution, and if the data cited earlier for solid sol utio ns can be used as a guide , we would expec t dy namic
recrystalli zation. The shaded fi eld is based on this reaso nin g. Prec ipitation stren gthening and solution hardening
have ra ised the yield lin e, and have reduced dras tically the
size of the power-law creep fi eld.
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